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the .increase .in multiple media, with many tenertcMay bring,i new
ity-or,"mediapolii" in the postindustrial, Onformation-7centered

society. The paper.notes the response of central-citydaiky.
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and the rise of the eleCtronic-newspaper..,It reviews 'the proposed use
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tachnoCracrinrerationshiao to the effdrts to.rebuild the old cities- '.

and. cieite-new-ones-. The. paper raises questions. aboutthe,riegbfive
impact of new communications teChnolo§y, such .As decreases in

.

interpe onal contacts, threats to privacy,rand dangers of

rstomMun'cations overload. In additiOn, it probes the possible impact
Of the pluralistic Communities of, geography and interest on the

.

political"dilemmas of metropolitan Areas without a Central"
gotretnMeat. he paper,calls at ention ti) the continuing 'Media
fixation'on geography and centrality, -and cites the need'for a ` v
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URBAN USES AND SOCIAL IlliACT,Ot NEW COMMUNICATION, TECHNOLOGY,:
f t a'-cRtqupgi_41iD pHILosokzaLl*Edtlit-

. 7

I

1.0,

xediapoilar,in. the :Post -.4nduStrial_Sobiety-'

It 0 difficult totSeparate-societY and -technology
f

'tion and-'ComiTiunicaiion. The traaitionaq. city has -been tied to" print
. ,

.J
and the railroads- like the .new metropolitan ,areas: -are led' to,

'electronics of cablel,"'the computer, phones and jets: The- unlikely

6indidence 1

of the decline of mass media .and the .central °city suggests
,. .

,that the concurrence of subukbanization and media,specialization may

lea'd to a:new configu tion of 'mediapolis".

Perhaps the true "new journaliim" of the 1960s was the rise of

special urban audiences as the decline of metro dailies and mass maga4,

zines and-the move from broad to It narkjw"-casting all signal a new,
dr

'city of'many centers and multiple mediums:i'eplacing the "one- newspaper"

towns. The chorus singin "Goodbye Gutenberg" ands"Hello Electr nic

Highway': heralds the "liberating technology" With the tyrics of tele=

matic, technotronic;, telecommunications, and information sdcieties,

and proclaims the wired' communications city and other urban utopias of

Sabel and The City of God.

V
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Some Might list this analysiS-tindek-that-O4tegOry-of dommunidat4Ons"
0. . .

research that '"j.ncludeS theinventive essays= wherein thuths attempt.-eaor,

/to.provide as ,sense of the future without too heaVy an .4nchoripg in the ,

.
_1 \ '.past:. These are the most illusionisticelkortaas well as the most imag7

. .

'ative. They are the most needed, but the'least reliable." HOwever,.this

attempt'will examine the new communications .technology (NCT) in a neeaed
-

_

contextthe' cityf a logical,. local and,Jongtime _available 3.4: *id'. a
. . ,

context is oddly missing from-moat recent assessffents of.NCT, whidh are
t._ /

probed in the abstradtion of "society" and,tht national consumer market

/ of RoliCY, engineering;. services and systems rather than the -concrete
.

,
-, .

experience 'of-people living in a local community )

.Over the pasts20 years; there have been aipbradic attempts "to .study
, 5' I

\

coMmunica4ons'and urbanization, yew 'rlalyze the impact ..
-

6
4

/

of:communidation,,on urban change''.by planner's and urban,:thinkers%in a

position to actually affect that change. Communications have not;been
. %

,

.- .

seen as "bricks and mortar" although "the cabling that,provides these
'

.

mortar"
, .

Jacilities becdmes as important as the water pipes and electric supply "

'in the telematic

'"Communipatioh systems 'must be considered a major componaitof the

urban infrastructure . . . involving peopleigoods, energyandinforma-:
8 4

tipn" and,not:merely a part of past growth and history. Furthermore,

cable "has the potential for rSdically'altering the very concept of. the
. .

urban community. Entirely, new perceptions of community life may'develop

. the very term 'city' willno long-e-r-b-e-d-usefui term for symboll=
9

zing the urban way' of life." U

Focus on NCT, in the city conteAt provides d chance to re-op'en the
o

debate on the definition of the city and perhaps a re-definition not

. tied to.the geogri4phy of old central place by print 'technology, but



:
. 4.

A re-Shaped to the realities, of, electronic communictions in the age, of
. ._

.

..
,

. .. 4

the oomliuter, cable and tekedomMUnications.-The forces of:AeCentralization
/

.

dileMMas-of print communications are inter- mixed' with theprediCa
- 1

/ Mentsfok central city decision-makers and citizens facing commUnities,of
/ f

specialized interests baSed,upcm.electrOnic.plUralism.NotionS.:of the
,

general public intereSt,arready *fractured-with the decline .of the city

faCerthe revolt against -mass communications, and a highly interactive.

communications systeM involving feedbaCk, by minorities,.

Technology, .to Cure..and'Crdate.,
-

7

When the."urban crisis" was high on the agenda of the alarmed

central city dailies 15 to 20 years ago, NCT was often seen as a means
, .to solve' old city problems or

,

licto'reate á New Jerusalem to escape from
0

The dreamers and utopians envisioned communications as a means to create,

rather than a tool to consume in the national information network.

EdonomiAt Robert Theobold saw city and communications as inseparable.
. /

"I "do not believe that this vision can be.found in glorifyin4 the pre-' .,A

sent City, for there is little there to .praise. Rather, we must discov-
;

. ..
er the new vision of community in 'an electronic, communications era.

. '.. 10
We must,do.this 94,course, within the context ordisintegkating community."

, . .. t
../

Some:who still hoped the city would remain the seatof civilization

heard' Marshall McLUhan bid farewell to roads and paper routes as metro -

politan space was "irrelevant for the-telephone, the. telegraph, the
, .

'P5 radio and, television". It was alarming at the time to hear the .crisis
°

.! of mass media d community identity, as "Increasing persOnal mobility

4;
in America's growing interurban regions may make meaningless the classi-

cal designations of community as terms defined in space which determines
12

social allegiances and spcial ties".

The possible impact,Of the.NCT was adorned with hopes that it

(might create a new city while del.ing with.the old one. One mathemati-
.%

t.)
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. O

cian-said "I .see'the city of 1990',AS a gigantic depOSitory Ofiinformation-

as a mayor' node in' the computer-communications
-network" s,,there,srural :and.rural

1

. I
-

. .

Suburban residents with- vide6 phones, and television need' not go tci the '

declining central'9ity where the same information-technology would solve
Ij

the problems of crime, traffic', and medical services. One optimistic
ftmanagement expert' for the Rand Corporationpredictediarban:infoxmation-,

4nodes would create cities of tomorrow--"... the Platonic city, with links.,

and flows being established to many other cities. As this-network con-
-,

N

tinues to expand and eniarger'alt1 the world may eventually be said to
14

one:cit?."(Emphasis in original) :

The large, old city had become "an anachronism" and a "death, trap"

and "-trend against alyreason",, reasoned a physiCist, who-suggested
. 1

that NCT could

wished to live

addiction, and,

burglar alarms.

enhance aft-outward spread, of urbilnization where people9 f

and at the Same iime4arrest"the growth of slums, drug
t(4

traffic with electronic camera surveillance,and persor,al.
15
Both Asiness and federal officials saw KT building

new experimental cities and solving urban crises. Wide 'band systems

in the '1980s were seen as "absolutely necessary if the. nation Es,gping,

to find solutions to growing', pollution, urban traffic and inner city 9

transportation problems", as; well as increase the availability of ear-
,-16

cation culture'and home entertainment. An enthUsiastic FCC CoMmias=____II-
ioner NichoThs'Johnson said "The tools a.:.e at hand to4make urban. life

governable and liveable- - -if only we 'will take theM up. Innovations

,in communications nology are'crashing upon us like waves of a stormy
17

sea'upon the beach." . .

One-joUblalist saw cable television as "a stunning liberation of
.

8

the medium fog'all manner of groups of neighborhoods. Decentralization.

. . of television is not only technically nd 'economically possible now, but



-it's also entirely deilrable in terms of any organic definition of

what democracy ought_ to be and
/

can bps" Anothar'sai3O if, NCT had :been
.

. .
. - . .

.

.

used-to instruct rural people, they might not have rvoved to cities, but
.,.

4-. e
once there, N& Could help ordinary, people adjust. to it and prevent: .

. .-

18

19 -.

'them from being passive recipients of monop4ized.media content. The
- - 2U ..

, .

-NCT was seen as humanistic in potential, ,brthgingrural;arid.city people-
-

together on commoh problems, so that "Individualized news and informa-
. -

- .

tion services about.government and civic affairs could help bring pri-
22

mary groups back into range". It "will eliminate their feeling of frus

tration, helplesShess and powerlessness" by "enabling:the grouping of

all city residents into continuously flexible subsystems ethnic,: racial
-

And other

interests

culture-dependent groups (who) canbe.linked by their like

whenever desired. "23

While the notion of a general urban public interest seemed to be

assigned to.mechanical determinism and media content somewhat. ignored,

.the anticipated NCT effects did cement the notion thq/information can .
,

°

be an.urban product and that geographic place might not.be crucial.

Rand Corporation ,'studies of cable television. in -Dale City, Va.r and * .

24A
Lakewbod, Ohio,Jound little interest in, local programming.content,

and use of NCT in new towns and experimental cities was highly mechan7. .

istic and dealt li:s with interaction based on communication and infor-
25

1

, .5-'

ration, but nedetinitil'ons of'community w e postulated. Social

issues of politics, eauCtion, health, crime and .integration crossed
.

physical boundaries along with the NCT,-and one historical amq city /.
'

plannirig perspective was to4abandon the spatial model of the'citr and

have the city resident see community as "the set of people, roles, and
026

places with..whom he communicates", -.,

Probably the most ambitious, optimistic andjeoncrete "activitty
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r.

to use NCT revolved around retiring CBS research director Peter Gold-.

..

.

.
. 4,-

mark working with the Department of Housing and Urban Development'and

Fairfield (Conn.-) University to use "femedial telecoMmunications,tO
t ,i i

//
alleviat&city problems" and create the "city of the future" in rural --,

.

i .,

areas where NtT Would'allow escape from high urban density and its,. .E
S

.

. / -

problems and at t he same time convey the benefits of big 'City life.

1;11e: rationale involves, the use ofan/intricate Series' ofiNgT
0

networks linking facilities and services in the central city,.and
. .

.
.,

similar linkages to tie small town and regional offices and outpoSts -.
.

- / . --to permit people to "communicate rather than commute" to cities:

-Goldmark said "I believe the magnitude of tks"task will make going to :

. 28_
The moon seem life ,a ferry-boat ride." ,:'(Ironically, Goldmark was

,

. killed in In auto accident before he realized fully his dreams.)

V

.

.

The use -Of NCT to create urban ,Utopias or escape old -dystOpias

has been,a theme soaked with escape and decentralization from central, /

place. Psychologist B.F. 'Skinnerof Wilderi Two en.risions small' town, ,
_29

flight from big cities through modern transpoftation and\communication,,

/and educStoi Lawrence J. PetenZs The Peter Plan creates "Excelsior
*.II ft

4 I I II
.

11

30
\

systems independent of many mechanistic technologies. The

City with honest comml_nication and people powered urban .planning

.""science fiction
. 0\

.eriters project the NCT in apocalyptic'and raantic visions\of liberation
.

from the Obsolete old city which "can be replaced by wires aha microwave
440,

4

relays ".. As one writer puts it,. "I like the idea of the world of the

exploded'citl4t:Don'W commalt, communicate!'in which .everyone does

his own thing in his ov;'n place, linked to one another by, electronic
31

media rather thanephysical proximity.".

. -

,
.The negative aspects of such decentralization are often-not empha-.

.

sized,-and there have been relatively few "systeiatic social scientific
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32
analyses" of its consequences. brbanologist-LewisMumford."has argued

that electronics has intensified the most destructive e-ind er-oriented--a

tendencies of printing, wherea6 McLuhan has argued that electronics
-

has produceeo;,willProducea qualitative change in the nature of
33

*social organization and cultural lifer. That analysis 'is related to

.-4(at James Carey also calls the myths Of-the eled-Erlc and electronic .

)

-
°e,,,,,.

revolution in which "secular theologians of,deCe;:tralization and

democratic localism "hail electridal techniques as the motive force

)of desired social change, the:key to the re- creation of a humane- commun-.

\ty, the means for returningto a ofierished naturalistic bliss ".
34

.1

m--t.

Renewed Interest in Urban Communications Technology
.. 4

Some of the enthiliiasia for NCT to cure old city problems and to

create new cities waned in the 1970s. The revival, of the old central

city as the nucleus of urban civility- had*largelf.failed and was seen.
.

as "too utopian" to expect in 20 years as "we are moving toward an

urban civilization without great cities- -and.. . .thrs moliemeWt is so'

without precedent that prophecies, of- doom or hopes of utopia are both
35

premature.".

With-a didminution in the urban crisis imperativ, the metaphor

of the city with NCT abated, although there continued the paradeof

applause for the republic of technologyitLe creative computopia of
. ., .

the information society, the third wave cf communications, arnticra elec-
. 36

tronic revolution and television exPlosion,,ad electronic, cottlge.,
1

Some faded urban hopes seemed to be rpplacea with sole faith .in un-.
.. .

, , -

.

limited electronic technologyvNThe engineers a e quoted by one journal-'
. . 37

.-.
. . 1

ism educator:

-- ,-The capacity of technology for delivering it ormation4elec-
tronically has no real limits. It is restr-ctell only-Wthe.ae-.

sires of the pubric.andby'imaginatiOn of ogle responsible. for

7
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providing information . So imaginatiowNis the-only limi-
tation. That doesn't-leave liervmuch that technology cannot

. deliver, does it ?" (Emphasis'in,original)

'Engineering and technblog dbrought the Sat-Com satellite'and

renewed urban interest in NCi aslties rushed for franchises and "be-
. 38

latedly started to wake up" as the "future arrived officially",for the
74. 39

wired.nation after nearly ao years in gestation. There was hardware. . .

. . . .
.

.
.

.for sale and a bUsiness impetus"for the "wired city of he- future" which
.0

"has long been the piovince of such auAtors,as. George Orwell and Alvin.
.

40 .
.

Toffier" but "is no longer the stuff scienceof science fiction'.
J.

.

.. .

Another :industri!al organ reported that', the "home information revo-
i

.

%.

lution" is :no longer just in the minds of. "flaky academics-", but "in the

nation's retain stores

laziest FIS wealthiest

and i the board rooms of some
'41

corporations.". 'Thyarket mad
.

ce

The urban crisis was low on the media ag4pda...Autos could stillescape
4

of the nation's

e NCT relevantr.

to suburban sprawl despite fuel, crises./Skyscraper0i might- still block
S. .*

minority cable access, but minorities were disillusioned, and mountains

were no obstacle(f.to suburbanites receiving ca ble where the penetration.

was the greatest foi several reasohs cheaperP.nd easier to wire for

, typical young-Olbscribers; fewer poor to disturb the demographics; and
42

-fewer'minorities to demand access in franchises.

The local impacioi the.NCT could become.a!renewed concern if reb
t . .

national cable policy results, from federal deregulation and as Rower
- ,

?
shifts to city regulation and control. Any assessment of such impact

swith niodelS, scenaris or utopias tend/to include an element
"of

fortune1.- /
s ,

telling because of the futuristic. aspects of any-new "drug" on the market.
43 °

Already, there is skepticism that NCT will solve public problets.

Some say it cannot change -valuesCand social organization although it .

can change-things-.-buildings, transit systems, communications equipment
,:

t.)
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/1

but technology "is nol$ the_answer for cities". A Afore likely question

arising on the agenda is "what will happe 'al interactions" if --

NCT "expands to replace banking and shoplaing ublic Ikeetings, z.nd.even
45 - .

cpublic schoolsr.' .

. ..

Two of the few relatively comprehensive assessment4'of the urban t
e 46

/

impact of NCT indichte that it could increase,the.gap between central.,

city poor are s(where/.0ere,remai,ns,a limited,%territorial, spatial
. ,

notion o communitt), and the suburbshere auto -mated movemen Makes

community less gepgraphical.)Less educated urbanies would have
,

learn
A 4 V K.,

the teanology and rea4ze-that pushing button, creAps act ions with
v.

consequences for extended socials inte4actions. (
G ,

,
.e 0

/ncreased telecOMmunications might.alSO increase sodial isolation

and alienation if pec5o1.e Ltayed home and avoided social spontaneity.

They might also stop writing as they deend on to phone, and excessive'
1:t 4\

information overldad and invasion of privacy might otdse a "Luddite.
47

reaction" against technolOgy.
k4

One analysis based on field studies indicates that "there is little.

doubt that the impact of this new technology onurban development will

be substantial"by extending the impact of electricity on such things as
. .

neighboring and retailing, the.extended family, branch banking, high
k.., '

-
. ,

rise buildings, recreation and leisure, rural living and suburpan growth.

It could reduce population by family planning and consuter health prOgrams,.

and changes in
/

family employment and 4ving patterns..Also it could con-
y

trol population densities, reinforce social diveigity,and aid the urban

economic baseIpy allowing new induitries to locatedtside big cities

4 8a save both-energy and money.
0 t

).

However', dangers from the NCT include the chance that the poor and
e.

and disadvantaged would be abandoned in the central city as remote shopping
a

JO

11 0



would 'reduce city andsuburban bontact, with downtown:a mere tdleVision

terminal and diVerse and segregated populations viewing only their-99L.
49

kind on'thesscreen. Another negative Scenario is one in which the

10

2

governmdnt might use NCT to control the central city and prevent de-

centralization.
.

Thepositive techndlogy if warnings for fire, burglary
A

and natural disaster might be used as remote, impersonal surveillance
.

.

in malls and streets rather than produce the new, integrated, participant',.
t 5.0

democracy.
. \ ,

.
.

.

A dysfunctional society of NCT Might'Aean wired schools for diug'

control and behavior modification far beyond bussing; abandoned,down-

towns with electrdnic banking.at,home; electronic mail lOrr rge cor-
.

porationsand institutions; telemedicine without the. psychOlogSi of

healing hands; and telecOmmuting for select,,white collar central

business district.tr nsactions. There are "d4ngers of bigger cl'ase *splits
r

'because the first telecommuters will be the tffluent, yho'may therefore

learn less abOut ordinary people than ever as they work inlelectronic
51

isolationfrom the underprivileged".
i

Pos itive elements in city-.-life might also emerge: schools less

of a place and more of a process; more home recreation through video
0

1 '
games removed from public friction and the fanatacism of public cere-

monies; less air pollution and reduced traffic accidentsiandlandmarks

safe from parking lot asphalt; computerized trafficand public chance

to both plan and use transit; greater self-help and home care for the
and

sick plus less costly 9ffice calls /crowded mediqal centers and wider

medical diagnoses end prescriptions.

For business and commerce in the cities, telecottuting,and

conferencing means possible regional dispersal to reduce congestion
52

and costs, although housing patterns might confine minorities to the

.central cities where jobs might be restricted to .the pre-industrial
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era. As for telecolimutin§, "
,

the finer o communication are:not*/Th./ .

,

hecessary fo a kind of messages Vat flow twee 'executli.res. and the
,

. i . .

.
f. .1.routine offi e plant" and guestions remain on how far we think elec- / >/

troniC cothmunicatins ca become, an effective substitute for face' -to-

-,
:

-53 ' f'

.

.

.

fate' meetings in thet4 Lure metropolis". EVen in 4:de6entralized, in-.
. ,

. .o
formation, city, business elites still tend to congregate in the central ....

*
.,

busioess district. Indications are that major paychdlogical, organiza-(

''''7'..... ' .

A
, . . .

tional and social Aspects are involved in telecomrquting, and "it-is-
.

. I, 55
surprising-to find that. such questions heve,been negledted."

.

, -P ,
.

.
. ..

(
a

A's for Wr,ban leisure and recreation; .the impAct,might be,,gfeatest
: . .1 .' ., 4,

on creative occupations at homeand gedgraphically dispersed and energy
56 ,

.
.

efficient'actiyity. Costly symphony arid stadium tickets once usable
t .

only near the-fcBD or'in suburbia might move-closer to the hearth, with
57 . 4 -2,

' the TV studio a possible new "stadium",site..... Thp possibilities arise.
..... -, i . - .

that greater isolatio an more mediation of heroes Wand. models Might
. ----- . .

.
. ,

intrease'vicarious recreation, mefilal rug "trips ", and leSs participa-

\ :1' -
. ,

.

tion in public life and spectacle. Such pseu co.self-awareness.might. .

. . f- s- :- .58'
reduce interaction with others and prbmote the culture..of narcissism. '-

.

, .

v.
In regard to the natural envitbhment, NCT is emerging .as a .reMote

sensing device to forecast natural diSasters; assess site locations;-

detect available naturat'resources,'monitor rescue Pfeorts and prevent

the need for them. The/built environment of utility lines might dlio

be hidden, and science fiction already suggests that,microfiche "tomb-
%

stones" and audio-visual wills might replace cemeteries, mortuaries

and pericAp.s some lavers.

Dedentralization: Devil er Ahgel for Communications Technol y

The decline of the old central city serves as a codiranient and

:Temical context for assessing the impact of the NCTon the fragmentation,v,-

dispersal and de'Cision-making in the metropolis; the form, structure
4.
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and imw-Nof the city; the polity ,of the metropolis; and the resRonse

of established media(mainly print crlies) facing a new type of city.

Central place acid downtown are no longer the major focus of the

metropolitan att.a. The decline

central business distr3ct and the
59

decline of-the mass media. Radio

cep say Maybe' demise) of the

traditionalltity coincide with the

and televeision can cross geographical

boundaries faste, and easier than print. Newspapers rentain. near downtown

--far below skyscraper antennas and far removed from suburbia...Thedld
60

downtown movie houses\Ilave declined and wk.t.ih,the new electronic storage

(aild retrie'tal syStemS, "Maybe the general circulation'public library
61

is a passing institution like Sunday band concerts in the town square".

Telephones have ht..lped spread out the city from the center by help-

ins'gsepaiate jobs and homes and within the old-city facilitated sky
62

scraperss internal communication 'and the number of elevators. City
4A.

limits, once measured by newspaper circulatiOn, might now be more
63

accurately delimited by-television market areas.

Metropolitan form is being affecteegir;he NCT the computer
0linked:to electronic communication creates information machines which

64
'may change the shape of our cities". The "immediate environment of

the city clearly then will be electronic" as space and place become00
65

Jess importants*I*ea means to define the city. Even' the nsed for one

center for the metropolis may be unnecessary, and irrstead several

types of, cities (educational, scientific, recreational, communications),
66

inasmuch,as "the city now is only.one kind of a waystation."

If there are many,centers, what will be the central mental picture

of the metropolis. Will "mediapolis" need a "civic shorthand" in order

for citizens to grasp its wholeness ? In' the past, the deity newspapers,
67

'w created and guarded the civic profile from the geographical center, and

local TV affiliates of networks have projected similar images, but with
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potential multiple.and competing NCT images, where will the central

computer terminal be located ?'

As the metropolis remains too large for a total experience by all

its? residents, image mediation is likely to continu with perhaps

more public awareness of smaller enclaves, nodes and pathways, and

landmarks, which can be preserved (on film or plastic) and retrieved

at will.4Also, with mobile urban communications and the'van life, a
A

less fixed idea of the, geographical city cefiter may emerge. Add to

that the expanding television "city limits", expanding post office zip r

and phone area codes, and mental maps from outer space- -the last subur-
68

bia.
,

-

Regional images of weather and sports on television may create
0 6-

new images of urban regibns, which alread are the basis for proposals

by geographers and.jburnalists, who suggest re- naming geographical

Pareas to adjust to outdated state boundaries,
I
and to. accommodate move7

/

foronal autonomy and secession, all stimulated in part by
,

69
" modern transportation and_commUnication.

The need for journalists to re-define community seems evident.
.-. ,

Such definitions might consider a mix such as geographical (e.g, aeigh-
,

borhOods, suburbs, small towns) and the related media communities(e.g.

weekly, 'daily, viewers, listeners); but also communities of interest
70

and life style(e.g. age, race, sex, and clasy., Already, the production,

,dissemination, and usage of NCT content is sAifting territories and
i

---

boundaries in the information marketplacg''with a potential for a new

mental and market "architecture".

The social and political implications 'of these .images and realities

.,--could be staggering. If anyone with a home-v eo computer console can

Xicreate an image of reality and community \y controlling content; will

a
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the sum of the imageS provide a common glue to hold the metropolis

14

a

together ? "Mast we give up the hbpe of a culture sharedby all men ?",

if the NCT creates apublic.cleavage in which "The educated will choose

more) cultural features and the culturally deprived even more pprno aphy
72

4 and violence" ?
1

The political implications are even more rofound. The new teCk-
,

` nology will tend to .substitute for the mass- edia an interactive meditim

that car. adjust to each user's desires and thus introduce into society
73

a powerful force toward fragmentation and varietJ." "If the local

cableksystem serves to delimit the neighborhood to give, a sense of

community to a section of a city or to' a suburb now mainly dependent on

the central city media, then politics could biome More decentralized,
74

with less attention to the nation and the state and more to local issues:

It is predictecl. that "The wired cit§ could produce major changes

in the political order. If information is power, then the more people
75

who have access to it, the more will political power be dispersed."

This could be frustrating within the central city,,whee a fragmented

citizenship with user-communications networks tied to a national media

m4Irket and without a centralized local focus,might not enhance the

existing decision-making machinery where metro areahave no local

government and central city mayors' powers are severely limited by

fractured governmental jurisdictions.

Even with existing mass media, mayors face regional urban agendas,

but are saddled by a weak social and economic base with high demands

and low productivity. Media slate those agendas for restricted mayors,

while the press can live, 'vote and sell ads in the suburbs, while the

political system has yet to adjust its boLndaries to urban realities76

The. power of the central city to remain the major hub of the

metropolis is weakened by the rise of pluralistA'communications. If

r



there is gtill no metropolitan consensus for a political base, to

0 .which mayors and other political leaders might respond, can consumer

use of the NCI' create concern for issues of substance ? Perhaps not.
.

"For many users the message itself is unimportant, trivial; what is

important is communicating anonymously yet personally to 'whoever

. is out there'. In a democracy based on individualism, there is some-

thing vital in allowing every person to bersin a sense, hisOwn broad-
77

caster." The technological usage and its user become supreme as
78

feedback comes first ih the new look in utility communications:

. . .your customers are the lifeblood of your activities,'
not your messages and not the media you employ to distribute
-your messages;these are only means to an end. A communicator's
success has nothing to do with the quantity of his messages,
it has everything to do with the impact on. customer thinking,
attitudes and behaviors. Paradoxically, the humanism and sen-
sitivity implicit'in such an understanding of customers canbe
afforded these days only with the cast iron coldness pf tech-
nology".

0A similar glorificati n'of the NCT and its egalitarian cloak

.is seen in the argument _that "even if some loss of social cohesion

results from pluralistic telecommunications, this will be compensa-

ted for by the stimulus of diversity, by the opportunity for-con-
.

sumers to Move from a passive to an.active role, by reducing the,

fears of manipulation of opinion that inhere in the present system
,79

of scarcity and concentration." _Consumerism becomes citizenship

in a market with many messages, and choices. For polit2tal leaders

facing the fractured metropolitan'area-and outdated political boun-

daries, governing becomes difficult, especially as a national poli-

tical consensus is marketed through th-e media, which may even replace

political parties.

The economics of tAe market allows a mobile,consumer-citizen

to cross boundaries by using the NCT. "The substitution of communi-

1
.L 4
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ties of interest for geographical communities. does not pose army

obvious threat to democratic of humanistic values.On the contrary,"

that argument. goes, "po lidy intervention designed.tO conserve the,

values of .4eographict 16calism may pose significant dangers to_our
. 80

civil liberties."b If the new consumer-citize can thereby create

competing Civicagendas from his isolated communications chair and

computer console,will he help resolve or complicate civic problems* ?

If-communications can be easily used to "reach out and touch some-

one", but urban reality discourages touching in the crowded-subway

or speaking to strangers, liow can interpersonal, geographic respon-

sibility be delieloped 1 The evidence indicates that the growth of

NCT not only weakens existing powers, but prevents new ones, although
81

it strengthens grass roots organizations.:

Local governmental control of communications is antithetical to

the American tradition, and the role/of communications in city devel-

opment'ha been ignored, although municipal uses an d control of some
82

aspects of cable communicatiqns are not uncommon. "It is remarkable

that professionals, concerned with the future of our cities have paid
83

communications so*little heed." "Professional-planners who should

know better persist today in conventional predictions of future land

use and population' movement without sufficiently examing the new set
84

of communications variables that turn their predictions topsy-turvy."

,These :-.oncerns with NCT are in the liberal political tradition

and may reveal the paradox and 'flict of a free urban communications

system with the need for Urba and containment. The poorly de-

fined or non-existent met opolitan public interest has often been
,

assumed togrow out of tifie mephanics.of NCT. The "technology of this

miracle"Was to be the "communications superhighway" .for the voice

I



of the people iit was not "prevented from realizing its full poten-
- 85 '86tial only by greed and politics". The town meeting was to be restored .

by the NCT and it would "bring consolidation to our disjointed society,

and for each of us, individually (the chance) to become an identifiable,'

responsive and significant member of that body" and ,create 'tsolutions to
'81-our real social problems".

Concerns were expressed'in the 1960s as to whether NCT might help.

"part of a minority cOMmonly neglected.by television" as citiesare
88

"swallowed up by large:arbitrary markets", For Blacks er?ecNlly

there was hope that access'to and c ontrol of cable could "solve many

problems and achieve a new plateau _in self determination and self4ful7

fillment". Cable "could enable AMerica's.minorities to challenge the

communications systems that' exploit the.gfiettos, barrios and reserve-
,

tions. Control, ownership and operationof cable systems by minbrifties

could Rrovide economic and political leverage,'and the management and

technical expertise required to accomplith a dramatic break in the cycle
89

of dependenCy anct:exploitation."

'However, such dreams came to naught' for the most part as banks

were reluctant to support Black enterprises, franchises agreed to some

access Channels and Blacks joined into some parts of the larger operr

.atlons of the urban market. loleanwhile, "the promise of CATV as an oppor,

tunity for black economic and community development has gone largely
90

unrealiZed". Blacks and ether minorities were left to compete in the

national market. Ironically, there were early fears of NCT as part of
. 91

'the Orwellian nightmare-long before' 1984" with possible "no-knock"

police entries, the reduction of personal contacts in'inner-city neigh-
.borhoods, and the mixed.blessibgs,inolving security, privacy and sur-

92
veillance.
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There were early fears that cable televigiorycontent.might merely
,

refleCt the marketed messages of special intere0.groups...and that it

"may well go the way of cpnientional TV". Although a decade later, a

major cable TV ma'nate,Ted Turner,accused the networks of being "the
94

worst pollutants this country has. ever VO,ne ob'Servation was:thatA

"As the 1980's begin, the trend in cable and pay cable suggests 'that

centralized control and a resultant emphasis-on the same kind of ehter-
.

tainment material of older film and television media, will continue for

the immediate future."

irFailure of cable to-deliver the choice, aburidance'and quality was

blamed by.one observer On the large media .con lothetateS serving the .-

96
interests of corporate stockhdlderS inst9 of a general public. Still

,another.voice warned of the'dangers of the wired city and the electro40nic

nightmare and threats to privacy and, surveillance in thvinteractive 7.

. e .

I .systelp.
97

The possibility of a "new,technological elite" with minorities
98

.
-

'excluded was still anot her warning, and a pioneeri\in blending urban-7
.

/
izatiOn and communications, Melvin Webber,has warned that the dispersion

capacity.of the NCT may reinforce segregation. "In this context, the new

communications systems may disserve those at the lower reaches of the

income distribution and the lower social strata. The distribution

of benefit's is not likely to fall out directly. No self-governing gener-
99 4,4

ator of equity is built °into the new electfonics."

In this respect, the existing medium of the telepho ne was re-

discovered in the 1960s as urbanites sought equity and access through

the "hot-lines". They augmented communications overload and their usage

indicated "increased dependency as urbanization increaes". 100
For the

central city minorities, the personalized access viashone could cir-

cumvent the mass medium of the established print daily. The renewed
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use ol'the phone in thip urban setting has since moved to the,,more

sophisticated'assette counseling at one end and toward communications.

violence at, the other with obscene. calls and terrorists' use of phone

calls to take "credit" "for incidents. challenging the establishme.nt.

TelevOtihehas also.been used as a means of equity in the govern-,

mental process. It hixi been heralded as the "purest democracy" because

ft will decentralize power as neverbefore" and "public opinion will
101

become the law of the land":. It has been used extensively in Hawaii

and New Zealand on grbwth and development referenda, and in.-the San

Diego area, one of the largest cable cities,it is being considered to

allow participation in city council debates 'arias possibly to get public
. . .

102
opinion on-urban planning issues and appropriate technological solutions.

However, "cYne criticism of such plans is that they may be the

modern electronic equivalent of Caesar asking for thumbs :-up or thumbs-
.

down at Roman glad9htor matches. Complicated but emotional political
41 103

,issues might be decided too quickly and-without adequate study". It

might be noted that also in San Diego, a May 1981 special city election

was conducted by mail over a.2-week period and brought the largest

-"turnout" in history for such a vote. ("Video juries may afso make the

-courtroom as insignificant_as the voting booth';)

If NCT,,users at their private home Computer switch-boards can build

some equity into the new electronic soci , they can also isolate them-

selves,from public life and interaction and selectively segregate them-

selves with exposure to their own groups.'Furthermore, if the decline

of mass media continues in the metropolis, the chances may be reduced

for one'single medium to expoe all groups and ideas to all audiences.

That points to the ceisis of "mediapolis"--multiple media and multiple

centers.without a central cohesion for "cityzenship".

r '
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Daily Newspaper' ResE?nse'to Decentralization

20

The declie of both :Ara central city and its daily newspapers

and the. emergence of t4.c ,ilarketed "electronic newspaper" are major
A

signals of the aci5ustMer: dilemmas of print mediE : )"the realities

of the NCT and urba71 iecebtraiiation. One obseivation is that-"The
104

death of the city mark,,.0 the birth of the new 'technology".'

How both media and government respond will affect both the form .

and substance of the new metropolis.-Newspapers"must constantly

justify" theil`existence and "unless the clibent newspapers maintain

theirjusefulness to their constitutencies, they may be repladed.by
105,

other/ forms.." Part 6f the newspaper respOpse began in the 1960s,.

when/the urban crisis was atop the agenda. Saving the city meant

pre ,ention of decentialization and the

in and observed moves for metropolitan

dailies both participated

gdveramerit and for renewal
106

ofithe downtown central, business district.

There was also press response by rushing to report on minority

needs, special reporters on urban klbjectsr.opiad pages, ombudsmen -

and more letter0o editors to answer complaints of access, and

some efforts to democratize the nesroom polity- making. The zoned

-sections and special suburban pages were beefed up, branch circula-
,;

tion offices instituted, and even some short-lived efforts by some

to join the exodus to suburbia aind'Start (or buy into) suburban

operations. There were equally short-lived "marriages" with city

hall on re-building the downtown, company diversification and the

failing newspaper act to preserve communications monopoly, and an

attempt to compete with radio and TV, whosevspeed and color were

symbolized by the newscopters and rapid reports on traffic jams.
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Many of the efforts failed or had'small success. Technologidally,

6the dailies were sluggish in adapting to cold-typelnd although some
g /

tried subuilban printinilplanfs, the new technology was.slo In arri-
s.,...-"%

ving. Small newsboys 'no longer "little merchants" on stree corners .

\ . :, .

were being replaced by bigA144ied anchorpeople on\TV.reading head-
,. .

. ir. ,

line "extras" as VDTs, viewdata, video-tent and teletext emerged.They .

107
continuing death of the afternoon dailies was the 'final alarm bell.

The press had been part of themetropelitan crisis it had rj-
* ",

ported: the
.

exodus of white middle classreadtrs to the suburbs via

autos, which'the dailies had never criticized; fhe loss of an adver-oi

.tising and circulation base and the rise of a:lower income, televi-
.

sion-viewing, nonreading- audience; the difficulty.of delivering

newspapers to-sprawling suburbs, to?ghettos and central city apart-

mentS; the rise in suburban weekly readership and TV viewing and the

editorial impossibility of covering such a wide.area; and the hig

costs of newsprin*,: and labor' conflicts over production.

The newspaper's audience had4moved and was "c off intellec-

tually and culturally from the geographic zone whose af rs it once

dominated" and "The new total metropolitan construct had broken down

the social habits on which newspaper circulation and created

a "convulsion within the system of marketing altering the whole pic-
108

ture of the community in which it circulates information."

The marketed "use-paper" was an adjustment to fit'the new demo-

graphics of readership needs: bolder graphics, more color, features .

for self-help and improvement, information.to help cope with city

problems, and in-depth stories--all packaged, promoted, and conven-

iently available. 109 Some newspapers have been accused of thereby

slanting news for the affluent readers to attract advertisers and

rP)
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. 110
neglecting the urban poor. ers have. been cited for compromising'

k

editorial integrity in face of the economic decline of the central
111,

city. Newspapers 'themselves might poirit to more women and minority

editors in major cities-uch as Oakland and Los Angeles, although

,minorities as a -hoe are still a small' percentage of the journalisticti

pool.

The dailies have, been somewhat slow to change approaches to
...

.4e

covering the city. They have continued to ignore the regional nature.

of the new metropolis despite the death of the old city. TheY'tend
.

to"structure themselves around the centrality fixation" thinkingtha.t :.
, .

.

"he who owns_the center controls-the periphery" alt ough "forces which'
. ,

, 112'once made centrality inevitable now make decentralization workable"...

Aradical re-definition .of.. news beats and newsroom re- organiza-

tion have been urged so that the daily-press can concentrate onurban'

functions rather than geographic place,113 New'visual images of the

decentralizedmetropolis have been proposed so that there is a better

fit between the landscape experienced by citizens and the language used

to it. Sueh *ages as epitome districts, fronts, strips, stacks, sinks

and turf, terms coined by urban jour'alist Grady Clay,might also be

1televisable NCT to project a new way to see the city14.

Mass media TV may "speak" to city form and image. "Television

has been in many ways the-ideal medium for the

om a central oint and reaches'

of Megalopolis. The

Pigtelevision signal spreads out fr a largets

circle of the public rn suburbs and distant towns treating then] all ".

alike, blotting out subtle historic distinctions between one community

and its.neighbor, districts that were expressedin the structure of

newspaper markets but have nevertheless becomb worn down in the era

of consumer.sovereignty. 0.15

As the new "mediapolis" emerges, print and electronic may blend.
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Already "it appears the (city) magazine format can be transferred to

television. If this'is so, metropolitan magazines might find their com-

petition is not solely newspapers or the other traditiOmil media, but
to ,. 116

cable,television" which can segment audiences profitably.'

evidence that the print magazine fokmat)is being adapteditto
117

sion "magazines" for electronic features. In addition, the

There is also

the televi-

new electronic

fact botks on local communities are using computerized community informa-'..

tion systems to circumvent monopoly by specialized buteaucrats and "adVan-
. 118

ced data inagement. Add to this the tendency for,community weeklies
.. 119

to thrive with centralized printing and multiple outlets are increased.

The daily newspaper might adjust to specialization and urban change

by both functional reporting and by renewing its role as a reporter on
120

the new information age and use of the NCT. One such idea is as follows; ,

Like the metropolis, the-media seem unable to turn back even
if established media industries seek to maintain the status
quo. Paradoxically, while the media set the agenda ofissues
to be faced in our society, they have not yet dealt with the
imperative issues of quality urban communication, particularly
in terms of the opportunities i1npliq.t in the new technology.
It is .essential that our media be used to raise the issua of
how media should be used.(Emphasis in original)

.

The information "beat" onAilies ranges somewhere in between

the book reviews and TV criticism to the library ground-breaking and

the. city council vote on the cable franchise. Journalism schools and

texts do ,not even dwell on how to cover the press. The education beat,
10.

which could'encompass the whole spectrum of information seeking, delivery

and culture transmission,usually is the "school board" beat. The ,closest

to an economics beat is the business page, but dailies could enlarge it

to include the production and distribution of information in the post-

industrial society. Fiow people can use the NCT to cope with problem .

'of the city and to enlarge their urban experience provides plenty of

r <7'
0



copy for how-to-do and self-help features.

A major. focus in press coverage of the NCT seems to.be:the wild,0
4
1futuristic claims for its impact, and battles over franchises, with

s.
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cases of poor handling of mismanagement a3/ political and economic
121

details. Analyses of the information industry are less common, but
122

can be excellent when they appear. A city publiC library used to 'be

far removed from the city room and its own 'morgue", and reportsrs who 4_,

read a lot were considered "bookish' and isolated from the "real" world

of the police station and county hospital. That may change as libraries

are no longer symbols of past records, but a more and more lively re-
, . ,

trieval system adjusting to multiple services and delivery options in

the citieW Also, "In urban and suburban public libraries, electronic

innovations and transistor technology have bought the biggest changes
124

in the ways that people use libraries". "Libraries are about to be

revolutionized in'a decade and will be generating information remarkably

like newspapers' current output. Jobs in libraries may-offer the real
12

sleeper 'control functions of the 1980s".

n the future, or even now, who will control information in the

new "mediapolis" ? If it is shared, what happens to.the mass medium

for creating a collective consensus ? Newspapers and its defenders argue

that they "have a unique function and an unduplicated form. . .(and)

Neither form nor function can be well served by a product which is very

much differient from the inkion-newsprint vehicle that is so commonplace
ig126

today".

A similar defense of one major urban medium suggests that "Only

when the city is synonymous with the market can there be an identity

between citizenship and the sense of Selongi9 in a place,
127

between the audience and the medium". Another opinion is

and thUb

in the c6h-

text of concern over the NCT with its individualized poWer of consumer
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Choice of fact-less images allowing escape from a general audience.

That perspective is that "Information systems carry their own symbplic

value in addition to their actual function" and "The new§paper carries

with it 41kt...a of a kind of citizenship committed to'diaties as well

as rights; A society that simply did not contain-a medium approxiMating

the uniVersality cl he newspaper would be a society composed of con-

sumers, not ditizens.
128

ostles of the NCB appear less alarmed and suggest that print.

mddia ilemmas maybe "uninteresting IIIbecausethat which is 'lost is

not lost to consumers° r4ther it is lost to the owners of a particular
129

set of capital gpods embodying obsolete technology ". As to the "anxiety

about the culturalimplications of reducing Melville to magnetic tapes,

or of relegating The Washington Post and Doonesberry entirely to tele-

vision. . may reflect a romantic attac t to the traditions of

the printed page; it probably reflects elitism a well since electronic
130'

communications,as we now kndw them, are preemin= tly popular, media. "
However, the counter argument is that ew technologies of informa-

tion are inextricably connected wi new systems of government. In fact,

they are nearly always used by governmdnt and change the nature of
131 1

government before they are turned loose on.soCiety." The NCT does not

arrive in a vacuum and the lack of a debate on how it might affpt the
132

balkanization of America through narrow loyalties which dissolve the

society, or how it might affect the politics of the metropolis, is a

serious omission.

Unfortunately, the untavelling of the local community and the

restoration of a government for the new city is low onthe public

agenda. Local government is seen as a trivial circus and the escape

from the city is encouraged by modern transportation and communications.
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The modern city is defines as'powless and it is assumed that the

sum'total of the operations of the "market" will produce the desirable
133

community. As one political scientist put it:
010

.we re so completely"possessed by the conception of
the politi ly and economically eviscerated city of liber-
alism, capit lism and thenation7state that theoIder preek,

'medieval rena sance and even early modern conceptions of the
city as a self-determinin4 cooperative for ordelping and advan-
cing the common life and well being of its citizens seems
strange andwell nigh utopian."

Norton Long reminds us that-territorial loyalty has made ;Western
a

man civilized and that it is foolish to ignore the need for/central

place and medium to govern "the fragmented mas,of the metropolitan
134

area with a meaningful common polttical-life". He continues:

"The values of citizenship and.a rich.civic life are not
economic goods to be produced by the operations of the
economy. The current trend to reduce citizenship, at least
at the local level, to a sort of free-floating consumership,
attests the serious decline in the appreciation of political

/values. his decline'can undermine any effective base for a
leadership capable of managing the conflicts that confront
urban society."

135
Some hope for a new urbanity with a blend of metropolitan and

neighborhood citizens aware and communicating in the public arena,

while there are fears the NCT will be used to escape community and

its responsibility into the new "private future" where one might
0 136

find the following:

"Alone in a,centrally heated, air-conditioned capsule,
drugged, fed with music and erotic imagery, the parts
of his consciousness separated into components that reach
everywhereand nowhere, the private citizen of the future
will have become one with the end of effort and the tri-
umph of sensation divorced from action. When the barbar-
ians arrive they will find him, like some ancient Greek
sage, lost in contemplation, terrified and yet fearless,
listening to himself."

8
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Summary:
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1) The context of cities and urbanization is an ideal framework in
which to explore the impact of new communications technology because
the parallel forces of decentralization and specialization are at
work. The decline of the traditional print city of mass media and the
death of centrality are concurrent kith the multiple centers and many
mediums of,what might be called the mediapolis" of the post-industrial
city and society.

2) The hope that new communicant technology can be used as a utopian
tool 'wascindicated in the efforts in the 1960s to rebuild the old city,
solve its problems and at the same time create a new city beyond it.

3) Established print media(like daily, central city newspapers) first ',

responded to the urban crisis, with support for social and political
programs, but then adopted some of the new technology for media via
sudh adjustments as the "electronic newspaper".

4) Use of the new technology by consumers is creating new communities
of interest beyond those of geography, and this raises some dilemmas
for both minorities, who may become even more segregated and isolated,
and for. the majorities, such as central city mayors who must govern
the metropolis within severe political and governmental restrictions.

5) The emergence of pluralistic communities and multiple agendas and
competing community images may create diversity, but may fracture the .

notion of a general public interest.

6) The power of the con er as citizen may make a technocracy through
such things as televoti and telecommuting, but this could create even
greater alienation in society, weaken inter-personal contacts, reduce
privacy and increase surveillance, and leave a common public interest
at the mercy of the economic determinism of the consumer market.

7) The print media, especially central city dailies, retain certain
fixation with geography and centrality,,but might adapt changing
urban conditions with more emphasis on processes and fun tions. One
way might bel'through a comprehensive information "beat" c ining
media, education and perhaps the information "industry" o the post-
industrial society.

8) New electroniemedia may develop the capacity tor creating new
community images to fit new realities. Such mental maps and electronic
"communities" can create new "city limits" and new boundaries adjusted
to radical changes in transportation and communications.

9) A local urbanization sceh 4io projects and anticipates possibld
future impact of new edthnol.Y" and although more research is needed,
it dcieS provide a context fo, assessment in which the broad notion of
society finds greater meani g in the local city and community.

10)This highly evaluative nd critical perspective offers a combined
.

barometer and seismograp to register important normative notions to
guide further empirical tudies.
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